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ABSTRACT. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of large number of sensor nodes (SN’s) dispersed over the sensing field. These SN’s transmit sensed data to their reporting station. Transmission of data to Base Station (BS) is governed by the routing technique. But enhancing quantity of SN’s in the network by freezing rest of the parameters impacts on the lifetime of the network. This paper works on lifetime comparison of cluster and Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) based routing protocol. Afterwards it checks the number of packets delivered by varying number of SN’s in the deployed region. An exponential growth in delivery of packets is observed in cluster based routing while increasing SN’s in the network.

1. INTRODUCTION

A WSN is reached out in different applications for a more extended time-frame. In the absence of support of SN’s and rebuilding of their power sources sensors nodes are self configurable. Every SN [1] in the system deplete power, not solely in detecting event, however in preparing information and broadcasting this fused data for routing. Subsequently, a routing convention encircled for specific network [2] ought to revere with the end goal that power usage at each phase of the routing should be minimised. Likewise, the system continuance to be kept most important by utilizing the energy of the SN’s[3]. A routing [4] convention for WSN should be magnificently impact, having constrained computational multifaceted nature, effective [5], expert enough in power use, will
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have updated continuance and having least inactivity for information transmission from the SN to sink. In [6] authors, presented the routing protocol confined for WSN be ordered positioned on way determination. Placed on network architecture, the different routing protocols are categorised into different categories. The data centric detected being recognized nearby traits changing with precise applications. It’s in perception with routing protocols it is accepting base station (BS) to be fixed and information should be imperative to be moved to BS as it were. Not being enrolled in a dissemination of information as being joined by direct dispersion. Different types of routing techniques exist in the literature [7, 8] which depends on the connectivity structure of the nodes. In this paper only two types of routing are taken into consideration viz. cluster based & MST based. For analysing the scalability of the network cluster based technique is taken into consideration.

2. Literature Survey

A lot of proposals are exists in the literature presenting for routing information in WSNs. These protocols had considered the qualities of SN’s alongside the application and engineering prerequisites [7]. After Direct Transmission, LEACH [9]: the cluster based routing protocol that outperforms the lifetime of the network. After this protocol many enhanced versions of cluster based routing were proposed in the literature. Along with cluster based technique many different hierarchical, flat, Scalable, Quality based routing were also proposed. Aim of all techniques was focused on improving lifetime of the protocol. Many of those technique was application based i.e. were used for the specific task to be performed. EECHS [10] also works on selection of CH by enhancing work done by LEACH. It proposes a model for even load distribution among all SN’s of the network. So the governed model is based on remaining vitality and cost required for transmitting data & area under observation.

Few algorithms are also based on fuzzy model for CH selection. In [11] authors propose a power reduction algorithm for WSN which considers Cluster-centric distance, remaining vitality, degree & count of nodes for electing CH. Another fuzzy model based CH election algorithms were proposed in [12] which considers neighbour nodes, remaining vitality as an input for the fuzzy system. Output of the system is possibility of a node to serve as a CH. A node with higher probability will has greater influence to be elected as CH.
Network Setup performance evaluation. This part of the paper describes the Algorithm, Network Assumptions and Simulation Setup for the implementation of the cluster based technique.

Algorithm:

- i. Set value of n as desired number of nodes to be scattered in the network area.
- ii. Scatter n nodes randomly in area of interest.
- iii. Set BS far away from the network.
- iv. Initialize node parameters like initial energy, communicating distance, transmission energy required etc.
- v. Create CH’s among sensor nodes after advertising.
- vi. Based on signal strength received, SN’s will join to a CH forming a cluster.
- vii. All normal SN’s will transmit data to their respective CH.
- viii. At every round sum up the packets received at CH’s w.r.t. number of nodes deployed at that round. CH’s will in turn transmit the data to BS.
- ix. Keep on repeating this process until the network is alive.
- x. Repeat the network operation from first step by changing the value of n.

Network Assumptions:

- i. All the nodes are assumed to be fixed.
- ii. Non-CH nodes send the sensed information to their respective CH’s which further forwards the aggregated data to Sink.
- iii. A node can send packet to any other node of the network.
- iv. Network is scaled up from 10 to 1000 nodes in the network with the deployed nodes by simulating with fix position of earlier deployed nodes.
- v. Each node is capable of acting as CH of the network.

Simulation Setup:

- To evaluate the performance of the cluster based network, the simulation is performed in MATLAB by varying the value of n (number of deployed nodes) based on the parameters as depicted in table 1. For simulation of this technique, first order radio model [13] is referred.

3. Results and Discussion

This paper works on two different routing techniques (Cluster based and MST based) for transmission of data to BS. For the first implementation scenario network lifetime of the two different techniques calculated based on the scenario
Table 1. Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission and Receiving energy</td>
<td>50nJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification Energy for free space</td>
<td>10pJ/bit/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification Energy for multi path</td>
<td>0.0013pJ/bit/m⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes initial Energy</td>
<td>0.5J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>4000 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>10-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Size</td>
<td>100*100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Station</td>
<td>(0,-100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Network Set up cluster based routing

as depicted in table 1. In both of techniques nodes are randomly dispersed in the region. Figure 1 shows the random placement of nodes and that of BS far away from the network.

Figure 2. Shows the lifespan of the network for the given scenario i.e. the round in which numbers of SN’s are operating. As the network operation goes on, all sensor nodes start losing some amount of energy as per their respective cost of transmission and receiving. So, network starts fading slowly. Initially up to certain level all nodes were operating and produces network most reliable
data. Then few nodes deplete their energy and becomes non-operational. Lifetime of the nodes w.r.t. round number is plotted in figure 2. Network setup of nodes in case of MST based connectivity is shown in figure 3. All the nodes
are connected via MST based connection with each other forming overall least cost for transmission. Simulation parameters for this technique are kept same as described in Table 1. The lifetime outcome of the MST based scheme in context of network lifetime is shown in figure 4 (with 500 nodes deployed). The figure shows number of transmissions (network operational rounds) vs. operational nodes at that instant of time.

The simulations were performed on MATLAB environment keeping the same parameters for both of the techniques. Locations of the nodes were generated randomly for 10-1000 nodes. For lesser number of nodes, first n locations of the nodes were used as was allocated in 1000 nodes scenario. Lifetime of cluster based technique is better than that of MST based routing especially when number of deployed nodes is less. This is because of in case of MST based routing, nodes have to transmit data at a long distance this require more amplification energy and hence more transmission cost. While in case of cluster based routing only few nodes (CH's) require to transmit data at long distance rest nodes are transmitting data locally. So lifetime of cluster based routing behaves longer. Lifetime comparison of cluster and MST based technique is shown in figure 5. In terms of analysing scalability of the network, only cluster based routing can be analysed because MST based routing is flat routing in which a chain is formed.
among SN’s which will transmit data to next node only. So in this fashion only a single packet is expected to reach at BS. So while varying nodes, count of packets is calculated in each network lifetime w.r.t. number of deployed nodes. By this, average numbers of packets are calculated in each round by using the formula:

\[
\text{Average number of packets delivered} = \frac{\text{Total packets delivered}}{\text{operational rounds}}.
\]

On the basis of average packets delivered in each round % age of packets delivered are calculated as:

\[
\% \text{ age of packets delivered} = \frac{\text{Average number of packets delivered}}{\text{Number of nodes}}.
\]

On the basis of above defined calculations a graph is plotted between % age of packets delivered vs. number of nodes of the network. While increasing SN’s, exponential rise in delivered packets is observed. This is shown in figure 6.

4. Conclusion

This paper works on two different techniques viz. cluster based and MST based routing. Both techniques were compared in terms of lifetime of the network. Based on the results obtained through simulation, cluster based technique is proved to be better than MST based technique. Then heading towards
the main objective of the paper, delivery of the packets rises exponentially while there is increase in number of the nodes of the network.
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